Start a rock collection.
Read an award-winning
Bring in an example of
book and design a new
an igneous, sedimentary front cover.
& metamorphic rock.

Draw multiplication flowers Design a super summer
or find another creative
salad. Write instructions for
way to learn your X tables. making it.

Write a story about an
ant’s adventure.

Make a summer inspired
German word mat.

Recreate one of Monet’s
famous flower paintings.

Do something sporty and Build an earthquake
model. Visit this website
bring a grown-up with
you! Record as a diary. www.3dgeography.co.uk/
earthquake-models for ideas.

Research the American
artist Georgia O’Keeffe.
Present your findings.

Prepare a five minute
Depict a scene from a
presentation on a topic of bible story using toys. Take
your choice to present to a photo and bring it in.
the class.

Summer Term Homework
Here is the project homework for the summer term which I know many of you have missed. As we continue to prioritise our core
skills in maths & English, these projects are now optional extras. The work can be handed in whenever it’s complete , so there is no
need to rush to get it done for a particular day, as I know that family life, clubs and busy weekends can sometimes make this difficult. House points will be awarded for good and excellent homework. Outstanding effort sometimes earns a green card.

Alongside this homework, you will be expected to continue with daily reading, times tables practice, spellings and maths skills which
link to our current learning in class. Sometimes you will also receive further grammar practice. Please ensure that maths and any
grammar work is handed in by Wednesday of each week.

I hope that’s all clear. If you have any questions, please just ask. Have fun completing the projects. I look forward to seeing them!
Project work—optional

Reading—minimum 3 x per week*

Times tables—daily practice, tested Friday

Spellings —daily practice, tested Tuesday

Maths & Grammar Practice—handed in Wednesday

*This needs to be daily if you are aiming to be a Gold Star reader. Your reading record must be signed by an adult each day.

